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> Come to Berlin and
mingle

> Fly-out to different
locations

> We stay at the same
hotel all nights

> Maximum 80 participants

NEW
GROUND
With the 2016 Fly-out
we break new ground as
Berlin will be the base
for the whole event.
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There will be a nice balance between flying
excursion and local
sightseeing days with
the comfort of staying in
the same hotel throughout the event.
It is said that since the
fall of the Wall, Berlin
has become one of the

most stimulating, creative and cultural centres
in Europe. It is a city of
many faces, known not
only for its history, centre of business and
power, but also as a
party hub where festivities can go on for days.
Thanks to the many
green oases and the
river Spree cutting
through the city, combined with the restriction on high-rise,
the metropolis feels
open and spacious.
Its main cultural and
historical sights – from

Museum Island and the
Reichstag to Checkpoint Charlie and the
Jewish Museum — are
centrally located.
To get around, use the
subway; it works well
and is easy to use.
The program gives you
possibility to explore
the city and its many
attractions.
For further information
explore the site.:
www.visitberlin.de/en.
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PROGRAM

Something to do
for everybody in
Berlin.
Saturday 16th
Arrival at Schönhagen
with your own plane.
There will be two bus
transfer to the hotel at
13:00 and at 16:00.
By commercial flights
arrive at either Tegel
(TXL) or Schönefeld
(SXF). Transfer to the
Hotel by either bus or
taxi.
Evening: “Get to know
you dinner” Buffet and
drinks at the hotel.
17th

Gut Mötzow Photo K. Peters

Hind D at Grossenhain airport

Bundeskanzleramt. Photo : Christoph Ochla

Sunday
Boat cruise on the river
Spree. A great way to see
Berlin.
Afternoon and evening
on your own, catch up
with old friends, explore
the culture and maybe
the nightlife of Berlin.
Monday 18th
The flyers will depart the
hotel at 9:00 to go by air
from Schönhagen to
Grossenhain (EDAK). The
airport is one of the oldest in Germany as it has
been in operation since
1913. In 1945 the Russians took over until it
was decommissioned in
1993. A number of old
Russian planes are still
on display. Grossenhain
is also the home of the
German flying museum,
which has 19 airworthy

planes . Some of these
are also available for
pleasure flights. Close by
are also two bunkers
which had been housing
nuclear devices for the
Russian fighter bombers
stationed at the airport.
Today they are converted
into a small airport museum.
Lunch: Snack and then
return to EDAZ.
The non flyers will go by
bus to Dom Brandeburg
cathedral just outside
Berlin.
Construction of today’s
cathedral began in the
mid- 12th century. 2015
has marked its 850th
jubilee. The origins of the
precious art works range
from the Middle Ages to
the 20th century.
Later a visit to Gut
Mötzow where lunch is
served at the heritage
protected gastro-farm.
After lunch the coach will
return to Berlin.
Join the flyers in the late
afternoon for an evening
exploring the city on your
own.

Bundeskanzleramt (The
office of the German
Chancellor Angela Merkel). The current Chancellery building opened in
the spring of 2001 . It is
built from concrete and
glass in an essentially
postmodern style, though
some elements of modernist style are evident.
Occupying 12,000 square
meters (130.000 square
feet), it is the largest government headquarters
building in the world. By
comparison, the new
Chancellery building is
ten times the size of the
White House.
A semi official Chancellor
apartment is located on
the top floor of the building. The 200 square meter two-room flat has thus
far only been occupied by
Gerhard Schröder; current Chancellor Angela
Merkel prefers to live in
her private apartment in
Berlin.
The afternoon is at your
own disposal, e.g. visit
the nearby Reichstag,
which is restored and
now again the seat of the
Bundestag (Parliament).
Close by is also Brandenburger Tor, a must see in
Berlin.
Evening : IFFR Casual
Banquet Dinner at the
Berlin Capital Club. Dress
code: Smart casual.

Tuesday 19th
A very special treat as we
are invited to visit the
Program may be subject to change
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PROGRAM

Berliners watch a Douglas C-54 Skymaster land
at Tempelhof during the Berlin Blockade, 1948

The monumental airport terminal of Tempelhof.

Cecilienhof

Wednesday 20th
The flyers will depart the
hotel at 8:00 to go by air
from Schönhagen to Anklam (EDCA) The airport
was established in 1935
and has during the years
been utilised in both WWII
and since then as a base
for crop-dusting operations.
We will be meet by a bus
which takes us to our destination Gutshaus Stolpe.
Located just ten kilometres
from the historic town of
Anklam. Hotel Gutshaus
Stolpe is set in a carefully
restored 19th century manor house estate, surrounded by ten hectares of beautiful parkland. It has been
chosen as destination to
show a well kept German
manor and the nature in
the northern area of Western Pomerania.
A lunch will be served before we return to the airport for our return flight to
EDAZ.
The non flyers have a day
off to explore Berlin on
their own. A separate list
of suggested activities,
attractions, shops to visit
and sites to see will be
available from our very own
local IFFR agent.

Winston Truman & Stalin at the Postdam conference in 1945.

In the evening the bus will
leave from the hotel for
our dinner appointment. at
“Zur Linde” in
Wildenbruch. Here we will
meet up with the flyers.
Zur Linde is set in a late
19th-century building in a
rural village just a short
ride outside Berlin.
Thursday 21st
All together for a tour of
Tempelhof, also known as
“The Mother of Airports”.
Tempelhof was the most
important airport in the big
Air Lift, which saved the
city from the attempted
strangulation by Josef Stalin in 1948. During WWII
the airport included an
aircraft assembly site in
the cellar and under the
canopy roof. In 1945 the
airport was turned over to
United States Army 2nd
Division which set up their
command in the airport
until it was given back to
the city after the reunification. Tempelhof Airport
closed all operations on 30
October 2008.
Afternoon and evening on
your own.
Friday 22nd
The flyers depart the hotel
at 8:00 to fly to Heringsdorf (EDAH) in the north

close to the Polish border.
At the airport we will visit
Hangar 10 which holds a
WWII aircraft and activity
museum.
Lunch: Snack and then return to EDAZ
The non flyers will have a
lazy morning. At 13:00 the
bus will depart from the
hotel and drive to Potsdam,
the capital of the state of
Brandenburg. Here there will
be a guided tour of the
House of State Parliament, a
carefully restored 1662
baroque castle. It has over
time served as winter residence for margraves and
kings of Prussia as well as
German emperors.
Later you will visit the
Cecilienhof Palace. The
place where the Potsdam
conference between Churchill, Truman and Stalin took
place in 1945.
At 18:00 Flyers and Nonflyers will meet at
“Fischerhutte” for a
“Gemütlich” farewell dinner.
Saturday 23rd
Departure at Schönhagen by
your own plane.
By commercial from Tegel or
Schönefeld.

Program may be subject to change
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THE AIRPORT
IFFR Airport is the very
friendly Schönhagen EDAZ.
Established already in the
early 1920s it has an interesting history, having been
both part of the start of
aviation, to being the former East German aerobatic
training site.
With the reunification the
airport was given a new
role as one of the GA airports serving Berlin.

By 2016 hopefully it will
also have an IFR GPS
approach.
07/25

1510 m (4954’)

NOTAM:
Do fuel on arrival so departure on the fly-outs are
quick.

Today it is a well equipped
VFR airport. Located just a
short stretch south west of
Berlin with a long paved
runway.

EDAZ

ACCOMMODATION
Our hotel will be the four star
hotel Crowne Plaza in one of
the lively centers of Berlin.
Located near the Gedächtniskirche, Kaufhaus des
Westens, Berlin Zoo, Aquarium and Kurfürstendamm,
For further information
lookup:
www.crowneplazaberlin.com
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All the stuff in small print.
Package price:

Payment:

Overseas flyers.

Total cost € 800,- per person.

Pay direct to the German IFFR
account at:

There will be available seats
on the planes going out on
the fly outs.

What to do:
Step 1)
Complete your registration on
the Austrian/German web site
under the EVENT section of:
www.iffr-deutschland.de
By 31st December 2015 at
the latest.
Step 2)
Reserve your room at hotel
Crown Plaza Berlin City Ctr.
Nuremberg, for 16-23 July
Email: info@cp-berlin.com ,
Tel: +4930210070 or use
Room reservation sheet attached.
Room Choice:
Single € 99,Double € 109
Including breakfast and standard Internet.
Reference code for the hotel
is “IFFR”
Step 3)
Deposit € 100 per person
(non-refundable) payable by
31st December 2015
Balance of € 700 per person
(non-refundable) will be payable by 31st March 2016

VRnBank Flensburg - Schleswig
Acc. No. 4387155
BLZ : 21661719:
BIC (SWIFT): GENODEF1RSL
IBAN:
DE67 216617190004387155
Account name:
IFFR Sekt. Deutschland/
Österreich e.V.
Treasurer
Ulrich Starke
Lindenweg 11
D-24960 Glücksburg/Ostsee
GERMANY

Important Dates:
Registration:
Before 31st December 2015
Deposit:
On 31st December 2015
Final Balance:
Before or on 31st March 2016
Hotel booking:
Before 10th April 2016
Join us in Berlin
16th—23rd July for lots of fun.

Note:
Do remember your travel insurance.
Make sure it covers both medical conditions and cancellations.

Please do let us know if you
would like a ride and we will
try to connect you to one of
the captains.
Renting planes in Europe is
not easy with a non European license. FAA licence holders may rent a N-reg. plane
and fly that within Europe
on their licence. There are
however only a few companies renting out N-reg.
planes.

